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Lamborghini style door

This well designed hi/lo bath benefits from a large door, providing full access for the
user, including non-ambulatory persons, wheelchair patients or persons that need to
be transferred with a hoist. Access to the fullsize walk-in or sit-in bath is completely
safe and comfortable. The entrance is electrically adjustable in height from only 27
cm to a height of 67 cm.
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Why choose for multiple baths, if you can serve all users with just 1 bath ?
Today in many rehab facilities, hospitals and nursing homes you have to deal with a
wide variety of patients; from fully ambulant, non-ambulatory persons, wheelchair
patients or persons that need to be transferred with a patient lifter.
Thanks to it unique Lamborghini style door, the Pirroen hi/lo bath offers save access
to all and creates a safe working environment.
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How it Works:
By pushing the tip keys integrated in the bath rim, the Pirroen bath can be adjusted
to the right position. Let the patient enter the bath, close the door and fill the bath.
The door has a unique inflatable profile and is electronically locked during bathing.
Furthermore, this bath is available with bath shortener and shower stretcher, so that
it can be used for a broad target group. The Pirroen bath 202 is a fullsize,
freestanding assisted bath. Thanks to its fully flat lying area it feels just like a normal
bath.
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